
 

 

     

 

Traceability to Plantations 

Facility: Pacific Inter-Link Sdn Bhd (PIL) 

Period: 2022 

Pacific Inter-Link Sdn Bhd is 65.29% traceable to plantation. 

PIL sources crude palm oil (CPO) from our sister and third party refineries for trading purpose. PIL do 

not have commercial relationship with mills and rely on its supplying refineries for traceability to 

plantation information. Sources of fresh fruit bunches (FFB) supplied to the mills which in turn supply 

crude palm oil (CPO) to refineries that PIL source, are made up of: 

I. Estates – estates owned by the mills and third-party estates  

II. Smallholders – scheme/plasma and independent smallholders that supplies FFB directly to 

our supplying mills 

III. Dealers – who source FFB from various origins 

 

In 2022, 10.22% of our supplying mills sourced FFB from their own plantations only while 29.57% of 

mills sourced FFB from third party plantations only. Remaining 60.22% of mills sourced from both own 

and third party plantations. Third party plantation refers to various sources such independent 

plantations, smallholders, cooperatives and dealers. 

 

In terms of volume of FFB traceable, 24.65% was sourced from mill’s own plantation, 10.76% from 

third party estates, 1.85% from scheme smallholders, 1.67% from independent smallholders, 1.60% 

from Malaysian smallholders, 3.45% from cooperatives and 24.86% from dealers.  
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We consider the source of FFB as traceable when the following information is provided by the 

supplying mills. 

 

FFB Sources Information Required 

Estates -  Malaysia 
(>40.46 Ha) 

 Estate name,  

 Parent company  

 GPS coordinates 

 Size of plantation 

 FFB volume (%) 
 

Estates -  Indonesia 
(>20 Ha) 

 Estate name  

 Address  

 GPS coordinates  

 Size of plantation 

 FFB volume (%) 
 

Smallholders - Malaysia 
(≤40.46 Ha) 

 Smallholder’s name 

 Address  

 GPS coordinates  

 Size of plantation  

 FFB volume (%) 
 

Scheme/Plasma Smallholders - 
Indonesia 

 Estate name,  

 Address,  

 GPS coordinates 

 FFB volume (%) 
 

Independent Smallholders - 
Indonesia 
(≤20 Ha) 

 Estate name 

 Address 

 GPS coordinates 

 Size of plantation 

 FFB volume (%) 
 

Cooperatives - Indonesia  Estate name 

 Number of farmers 

 Address, GPS coordinates 

 FFB volume (%) 
 

Dealers -Malasyia  Dealer’s name  

 Name of estates and/or/smallholders 

 GPS coordinates  

 Size of plantation  

 FB volume (%) 
 

Dealers - Indonesia  Estate name 

 Number of farmers 

 Address 

 GPS coordinates 

 FFB volume (%) 
 


